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AI AND EDUCATION
 60% of teachers have used Chat 

GPT
 90% of Ed Tech Vendors plan to 

use it
 Recent informal survey saw about 

the same use among pre-service 
teachers 

Craiyon - Your FREE AI image generator tool: 
Create AI art!

AI Art Generator - AI Image Generator API -
Hotpot.ai

Concern about artificial intelligence in daily life far 
outweighs excitement | Pew Research Center

https://www.craiyon.com/
https://www.craiyon.com/
https://hotpot.ai/art-generator
https://hotpot.ai/art-generator
https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/08/28/growing-public-concern-about-the-role-of-artificial-intelligence-in-daily-life/sr_23-08-28_views-of-ai_1/
https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/08/28/growing-public-concern-about-the-role-of-artificial-intelligence-in-daily-life/sr_23-08-28_views-of-ai_1/




WHAT IS 
ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE?



WHAT IT IS 
NOT



GENERATIVE AI 
~ IS MORE LIKE 
THIS

SORT OF,  WITH 
WELL 
DISCIPLINED 
MONKEYS





WHEN WILL GENERAL AI APPEAR?

https://ourworldindata.org/ai-timelines

For more about AI Development see:
Understanding AI Technology: An Introduction for Educators | by Glenn Kleiman | The Generator | Medium

https://medium.com/the-generator/understanding-ai-technology-an-introduction-for-educators-7d3400e22d8b
https://medium.com/the-generator/understanding-ai-technology-an-introduction-for-educators-7d3400e22d8b


MORAVEC’S 
PARADOX



WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM AI

• Natural language processing - AI can understand and respond to written or 
spoken prompts.

• Information synthesis - AI can combine data from various sources to generate new 
information.

• Problem-solving - AI can provide solutions to specific questions and scenarios.

• Personalization - Chatbots can be designed with unique personalities to converse 
with humans.

Abilities and Limitations from GCU Student Success Center 

 https://ssc.gcu.edu/#/page/abilities-and-limitations/5189 

https://ssc.gcu.edu/#/page/abilities-and-limitations/5189


WHAT AI CANNOT DO

• Accuracy - AI can make incorrect or misleading statements. It does not fact check itself.

• Originality - While AI can remix existing information, it lacks human creativity and imagination.

• Objectivity - AI inherits human biases present in training  data that guide its outputs.

• Judgment - AI cannot reason or apply critical thinking skills like humans can. 

• Common sense - AI lacks the real-world understanding and context humans accumulate.

• Emotion - Despite conversing naturally, AI does not actually experience feelings or emotions.

Abilities and Limitations from GCU Student Success Center 

 https://ssc.gcu.edu/#/page/abilities-and-limitations/5189 

https://ssc.gcu.edu/#/page/abilities-and-limitations/5189




HOW DO WE USE 
GENERATIVE AI?



Kerr, K. (2023).  Ethical Considerations when using AI…



LOTS OF CHATBOTS 



PROMPT: 
ORGANIZE THE LAST TEN YEARS OF WORLDWIDE VOLCANIC 
ACTIVITY INTO A TABLE



WHAT DOES @POE SAY ABOUT WHAT AI 
CAN DO TO HELP TEACHERS

It's important to note that while I can offer 
valuable assistance, I should not replace the 
expertise and experience of a qualified teacher. My 
purpose is to complement and support your 
teaching efforts.



https://claude.ai/onboarding





SIMPLE CHATGPT PROMPT TO GENERATE 
MATERIALS

Write a lesson plan about fourth grade fractions

Summarize this article in less than 150 words [INSERT LINK]

Prompt engineering
Prompt crafting
Prompt chaining 

https://fourweekmba.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/prompt-engineering.png



https://www.masaischool.com/blog/content/images/2023/04/Prompt-Engineering-01--1-.png



OpenAI. (2023). ChatGPT (August 3 Version) 
[Large language model]. https://chat.openai.com



https://nextgeninvent.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Prompt-Engineering-Best-Practices.png



SAMPLE PROMPT FOR LESSON PLAN

Generate a [INSERT TOTAL LESSON TIME], [INSERT GRADE LEVEL] lesson plan as a table. The table 
should have columns for "Objectives," "Standards," "Pre-Assessment," "Activities," "Post-
Assessment," "Accommodations," and "Time".

Here are the standards for the lesson:

[COPY AND PASTE SPECIFIC STANDARDS HERE]

I would like for you to generate the objectives, pre-assessment, activities, post-assessment, and 
accommodations for the lesson plan which should be about [INSERT SPECIFIC LESSON TOPIC 
HERE].

In the standards column, include the full standards for each corresponding aspect of the lesson.

In the time column, include the amount of time that should be spent on that aspect of the lesson.

Provide a pre-assessment activity to complete at the beginning of the lesson and a post-
assessment activity to complete at the end of the full lesson.

https://blog.tcea.org/prompts-for-lesson-planning-with-chatgpt/



THE 5 SS OF PROMPT DEVELOPMENT 

Set the scene

Be specific 

Simplify your language

Structure the output

Share feedback
https://www.aiforeducation.io/ai-resources





PROMPT RESOURCES

 Generate a research project idea that explores the causes and effects of a significant historical event.

 Provide an activity that asks students to compare and contrast two different societies or cultures

150+ ChatGPT Prompts for Teachers - AI Habit

50 ChatGPT Prompts for Teachers | Teaching Channel

 Generate a creative writing prompt that involves time travel

 Create flashcards: “Create a set of vocabulary flashcards for a unit on geographic landforms.”

Prompt Library — AI for Education

https://aihabit.net/chatgpt-prompts-for-teachers/
https://www.teachingchannel.com/k12-hub/blog/50-chat-gpt-prompts-for-teachers/
https://www.aiforeducation.io/prompt-library


SAMPLE FLASHCARD RESPONSE

OpenAI. (2023). ChatGPT (August 3 Version) [Large language model]. https://chat.openai.com



THE ETHICS OF AI



ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF AI IN EDUCATION

1. Ensuring Responsible AI Use
2. Addressing Algorithmic Bias
3. Data Privacy and Security
4. Promoting Digital Literacy
5. Ensuring Equity and Inclusion

Pardo, L. (2023, June 26). 5 Ethical Implications of AI in Education: A Guideline for 
Responsible Classroom Implementation. Quizalize.com



Will ChatGPT Kill the Student Essay? - The Atlantic

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/12/chatgpt-ai-writing-college-student-essays/672371/


HOW TO PREVENT AI CHEATING

 How to Prevent ChatGPT Cheating: Don't Ban the Tool

 Focus on the higher levels of Bloom 

 Incorporate Authentic Student Experience and Student 
Connections Into Questions

 Use the AI detectors with caution

 Discuss how to utilize AI tools

How to Prevent ChatGPT Cheating | Tech & Learning (techlearning.com)

https://www.techlearning.com/how-to/how-to-prevent-chatgpt-cheating


DETECTING AI

 AI detectors are not effective
 Tend to show false positives for 

non-native speakers

This is not intended to dissuade instructors 
from using AI detection software, but to be 
aware of the limits of such tools

6 tips to detect AI-generated student work - eCampus 
News

We gave AI detectors a try-here's what we found - 
eCampus News

Points to Consider in looking for AI Generated 
materials:
 Look for typos
 Lack of personal experiences or generalized 

examples are another potential sign of AI-
generated writing

 AI-generated text is based upon looking for 
patterns in large samples of text

 Instructors should look for unusual or complete 
phrases that a student would not normally 
employ

 Inconsistent styles, tone, or tense changes may 
be a sign of AI-derived materials

 Current generative AI tends to be based off 
training materials developed no later than 2021.

https://www.ecampusnews.com/teaching-learning/2023/09/05/detect-ai-generated-text/
https://www.ecampusnews.com/teaching-learning/2023/09/05/detect-ai-generated-text/
https://www.ecampusnews.com/teaching-learning/2023/06/29/we-gave-ai-detectors-a-try-heres-what-we-found/
https://www.ecampusnews.com/teaching-learning/2023/06/29/we-gave-ai-detectors-a-try-heres-what-we-found/


DETECTING AI

https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4E22AQELYxmhyjR2tg/feedshare-
shrink_800/0/1690274647725?e=1698278400&v=beta&t=nM3D0LhZw_IBgg1ocUBxKBaHq64ugtO1LMte-
08oPI4



Paraphrasing Tool - QuillBot AI

https://quillbot.com/


DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS

•Use AI to brainstorm ideas as suggestions to 
spark your own original thinking.
•Ask AI to explain terminology or explain a 
difficult concept to expand your knowledge. 
Ask clarifying questions as you might ask a 
tutor. 
•Give credit to the AI tools used when using AI 
to support your learning.
•Critically evaluate responses and check 
sources cited. 
•Follow AI safety guidelines. 
•Ask your instructor about the use of AI if you 
are unsure.

•Use AI to complete assignments unless explicitly 
stated in the assignment directions. This is 
academically dishonest. 
•Copy an AI-generated passage verbatim without 
quotation marks and citation. That is plagiarism.
•Assume AI is 100% factual, unbiased, or error-
proof. Critically evaluate its responses and check 
sources cited. 
•Utilize AI to cheat or circumvent the purpose of 
educational activities and assessments.
•Use AI during in-class examinations or assignments 
unless explicitly permitted and instructed.

What to Do What Not to Do

From Responsible AI Use. (2023). GCU Student Success Center



POLICY OPTIONS

 Ban AI

 Use AI 

Do not use AI to draft or write any part of any paper, 
presentation, or assignment. Using AI interferes with 
your ability to learn and change your brain in 
meaningful ways, which is the whole purpose of 
college!  

Using AI or other technology to write any of your 
work. Writing and thinking are strongly correlated, so 
using AI prevents you from learning how to think 
critically for yourself.

From Swanson-Leeper, T. (2023). Resources for AI in the classroom [unpublished manuscript]



FEAL APPROACH

 Is it Faster?

 Is it Ethical?

 Is it Accurate?

Will I Learn? 

From Gurung, R. A. R. (2021). Get a FEAL for AI. The Teaching Professor.



SOME EXTANT SYLLABI VERBIAGE

When AI use is encouraged with certain tasks. Students are invited to use AI platforms to help 
prepare for assignments and projects (e.g., to help with brainstorming or to see what a completed 
essay might look like). I also welcome you to use AI tools to help revise and edit your work (e.g., to 
help identify flaws in reasoning, spot confusing or underdeveloped paragraphs, or to simply fix 
citations). When submitting work, students must clearly identify any writing, text, or media generated 
by AI. This can be done in a variety of ways. In this course, parts of essays generated by AI should 
appear in a different colored font, and the relationship between those sections and student 
contributions should be discussed in cover letters that accompany the essay submission. (Based 
on Course Policies related to ChatGPT and other AI Tools by Joel Gladd)

Thanks to Emily Santi, CAST Faculty, Winona State University

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.google.com%2Fdocument%2Fd%2F1WpCeTyiWCPQ9MNCsFeKMDQLSTsg1oKfNIH6MzoSFXqQ%2Fedit&data=05%7C01%7Csteven.baule%40winona.edu%7C95e369583ddb44a15f2c08dbc11cdbb8%7C5011c7c60ab446ab9ef4fae74a921a7f%7C0%7C0%7C638316101908196847%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vRz0XSx%2FenxZriba1u%2FKbyepDrtHjNQNypJ6DxjS02g%3D&reserved=0


MY CURRENT SYLLABUS LANGUAGE

You are encouraged to use AI platforms to help prepare for assignments and projects 
(e.g., to help with brainstorming, etc.). You are welcome to use AI tools to help revise 
and edit your work (e.g., to help identify flaws in reasoning, spot confusing or 
underdeveloped paragraphs, or to simply fix citations).When submitting work, clearly 
identify any writing, text, or media generated by AI. This can be done in a variety of 
ways. One suggestion is to highlight parts of essays generated by AI in a different 
colored font, and the relationship between those sections and student contributions 
should be discussed in a comment that accompany the submission. (modified from work 
by Joel Gladd)



A CONTINUUM OF USE
Category Student-Driven Moderate ChatGPT 

Help
ChatGPT-Driven

Topic Selection and 
Thesis Formulation

Student independently selected the essay 
topic and formulated the thesis. ChatGPT 

input (if any) was limited to guidance, 
suggestions, and corrections.

ChatGPT assisted in refining the essay 
topic or thesis statement, but the initial 

idea was student-generated.

The essay topic and thesis statement were 
primarily or entirely suggested or 

formulated by ChatGPT.

Research and Data 
Collection

Student conducted all research and 
collected supporting evidence 

independently or with minimal ChatGPT 
consultation.

ChatGPT assisted in finding sources or 
evidence but did not do the research for 

the student.

ChatGPT conducted the majority or all of 
the research and data collection.

Analysis and 
Argumentation

Student independently analyzed data and 
evidence to build arguments supporting the 

thesis. ChatGPT may have provided 
guidance on analytical methods.

ChatGPT assisted in the analysis and 
argumentation but did not build the 

argument for the student.

ChatGPT primarily or completely analyzed 
the data and constructed the argument.

Writing and Structure

The essay’s structure, including the 
introduction, body paragraphs, and 

conclusion, was formulated by the student. 
ChatGPT involvement was limited to 

feedback and suggestions.

ChatGPT assisted in structuring the essay 
or improving its readability, but the 

content and organization were student-
generated.

The essay was primarily or entirely 
structured and written by ChatGPT.

Final Draft and Editing
Student independently revised and edited 
the essay. ChatGPT may have provided 

minor suggestions for improvement.

Student utilized ChatGPT for more 
significant revisions and editing but 

maintained original thought and structure.

ChatGPT conducted the majority or all of 
the revisions and editing.

Like it or not, ChatGPT is our new learning partner (eschoolnews.com)

https://www.eschoolnews.com/digital-learning/2023/10/13/chatgpt-is-our-new-learning-partner/


 



UPDATES FROM NEURON ON 10/13/23

 • OpenAI is making >$100M a month, up 30% from this summer. 

 • Google pledged to shield users of its generative AI products from any 
copyright skirmishes. 

 • OpenAI is expected to announce updates at its 11/6 dev conference that 
could slash API costs (we’ll be there!). 

 • 57% of VC-backed startups are using OpenAI products but only spend a 
median of $80. 

 • Users are addicted to Character.ai, spending 2 hours a day(!) chatting to 
AI. 



TOOLS FOR TEACHERS





BRINGING HISTORICAL CHARACTERS TO LIFE

 https://beta.character.ai/

https://beta.character.ai/




SLIDESGPT



LESSON PLANNING TOOLS

 AI Lesson Planner - Education Copilot

 MagicSchool.ai - AI for teachers - lesson planning and more!

 Smart Sparrow

 teachology.ai - The Ultimate for AI Lesson Plans 

 TeachMateAI - The AI Assistant for Teachers 

 Yippity | Convert your notes into quizzes or flashcards automatically

 Farm Tractors | History Timeline (historytimelines.co)

https://educationcopilot.com/
https://www.magicschool.ai/
https://www.smartsparrow.com/
https://www.teachology.ai/
https://teachmateai.com/
https://yippity.io/
https://historytimelines.co/timeline/farm-tractors


MAGICSCHOOL.AI





2ND GRADE DINOSAUR TEXT



TEACHMATEAI.COM



EDUAIDE.AI

https://www.eduaide.ai/



PACKBACK ARTIFICIAL TA

Home - Packback

https://www.packback.co/


AI SUMMARY TOOLS
 Shortify: Summarize Anything. Works Everywhere. (shortifyapp.com)

 Use AI To Summarize Scientific Articles – SciSummary
 Sci Summary was much shorter and contained enough information for me to know I wanted more information. I prompted both 

synopsis and key points. It might be beneficial for skimming articles for relevance.

 Anthropic \ Claude 2

 I felt the Claude Summary was more in depth and gave the background that helped me make more sense of the reading. 
Great for a preview so close reading can uncover nuance.

 Explainpaper

 Supercharge Your Writing with Jenni AI

 Quivr - Get a Second Brain with Generative AI

 Paper Digest – Natural language processing for tech domain

https://shortifyapp.com/
https://scisummary.com/
https://www.anthropic.com/index/claude-2
https://www.explainpaper.com/
https://jenni.ai/
https://www.quivr.app/
https://www.paperdigest.org/




PAPER DIGEST

PAPERDIGEST.ORG 



YIPPITY SAMPLE QUIZ

Solar System Explained at NASA

 https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/
planets/overview/

 Eight Questions
 https://yippity.io/quiz/33872 

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/overview/
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/overview/
https://yippity.io/quiz/33872


YIPPITY – QUIZ QUESTIONS & ANSWERS



TEST AND ANSWERS



ELIZA Chat (botlibre.com)

https://eliza.botlibre.com/


SCRIBBLE DIFFUSION

Sideview of a hawk

https://scribblediffusion.com/


Sideview of a hawk

Scribble Diffusion

https://scribblediffusion.com/


FIREFLY.ADOBE.COM



ADOBE FIREFLY VERSIONS



SOME MORE OPTIONS





AMERICAN 
LAFRANCE 700 
SERIES PUMPER



QUESTIONS
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